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Company profile
IDRA is the brand that BONFANTE has developed
to meet the specific needs of large scale distribution
chains.
The result of three years of study and research, the
exclusive collection of over 50 models in several
finishes, which are characterized by a particular
manufacturing accuracy, a refined design and
mandatory use of raw materials, creativity and
production Made in Italy.
The offer is represented by two main lines:
EXCLUSIVE LINE which offers small fountains and
sinks, is characterized by the low weight of the items
complete with all accessories and mounting kit. A
specially designed packaging also allows ease of
handling by the end user with a consequent reduction
of the intervention of sales staff and minimization of
complaints attributable to breakage.
ESSENTIAL LINE, consisting of small fountains of
various shapes, sizes and finishes that can adapt
to any framework. The accessories are proposed to
the end customer in separate kit to allow greater
customization.
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Company profile
To complete the offer are proposed various articles
devoted to the garden, such as flowerpots, curbs for
flower beds, ornamental elements and accessories
for the preservation of the environment; particularly
original is the range of mini reconstructed stone pots,
designed for outdoor use.
The company
Founded in 1952, BONFANTE, in more than half
a century has developed skills and experience in
the conglomerate manufacturing sector for garden
furnishings that led to play a very important role at
national level.
This success comes from a careful study of market
trends and guidance of the consumer, from the creativity
of a dynamic and prepared staff and thanks to cuttingedge
production structures. A great attention is given to
the warehouse and the logistics part, which makes use
of a large structure with high storage capacity managed
with innovative technologies.
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Copyright 2013-2014 © Bonfante Srl
Prohibited the partial reproduction also.
Items with brand IDRA by Bonfante Srl appearing in this catalog are covered by patents.

IDRA by Bonfante Srl reserves the right to make changes in its items without notice.
The colors, weights and sizes of the products shown are not binding.
The photographs in the catalog are for demonstration purposes, we recommend the sale
with the support of the real products.

Legend
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Page 6 - Exclusive line reconstructed stone fountains

Diameter (cm)

Page 12 - Exclusive line Iron-Stone series fountains

Height of faucet hole (cm)

Page 18 - Exclusive line reconstructed stone sinks

Weight (Kg)

Page 22 - Exclusive line reconstructed stone sinks with frieze
Page 33 - Essential line reconstructed marble fountains

Pieces per pallet

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES AND
MOUNTING KIT

Page 40 - Essential line Natura fountains
The item with this
symbol is provided and
packed in carton and
complete with all accessories and mounting kit.
All this on 120x80 cm
pallet and protected by
shrink wrap sack.

Page 48 - Essential line reconstructed stone fountains
Page 53 - Essential line reconstructed marble sink
Page 54 - Accessories, faucets, drain filters, traps e kits
Page 58 - Reconstructed stone well
Page 60 - Reconstructed stone windmill
Page 62 - Vases and flowerpots
Page 68 - Beach umbrella holder

accessories
not included
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The item with this
symbol is provided on
120x80 cm pallet and
protected by shrink
wrap sack.

Page 69 - Flowerpots
Page 72 - Cigarette bin
Page 74 - Natura curbs
Page 76 - Mini pots
Page 89 - Mounting kit sheets

Exclusive Line

Reconstructed stone furniture line for the garden, characterized by elements
of refined aesthetics and high functionality, thanks to the study of the shapes
and accessories, always supplied with the article for easy DIY installation.
The most important change is in the packaging: for the first time fountains
and sinks are contained in a box, ready to be mounted simply with clear and
comprehensive instructions for the end user.
The data sheets and the mounting details are available on the website
www.idraarredogiardino.it
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Reconstructed stone fountains

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES AND
MOUNTING KIT

ANTILOPE

art. GD_1600-TAB
49

Features
Made up of a mixture of 42,5
white cement, Verona red marble and light inerts; with these
components we get the result
similar to natural stone and with
further treatment is given the tobacco colour.

61

102 80 139

Dimensional drawing
The plant

The front elevation

Formed by three pieces: basin,
column and head.
Accessories: faucet, drain filter
and grid.
Including mounting kit for connection to water supply.
PVC junction for fixing the column to the basin.
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4

Each item presents unique nuances

The side elevation

Reconstructed stone fountains

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES AND
MOUNTING KIT

ANTILOPE

art. GD_1600-TUF
49

Features
Made up of a mixture of 42,5
white cement, Verona red marble and light inerts; with these
components we get the result
similar to natural stone and with
further treatment is given the tuff
colour.

61

102 80 139
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Dimensional drawing
The plant

The front elevation

The side elevation

Formed by three pieces: basin,
column and head.
Accessories: faucet, drain filter
and grid.
Including mounting kit for connection to water supply.
PVC junction for fixing the column to the basin.

Each item presents unique nuances
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Reconstructed stone fountains

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES AND
MOUNTING KIT

GAZZELLA

art. GD_1601-TAB
40

Features
Made up of a mixture of 42,5
white cement, Verona red marble and light inerts; with these
components we get the result
similar to natural stone and with
further treatment is given the tobacco colour.

50

99

84

59
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Exploded drawing

Dimensional drawing
The plant

The front elevation

Formed by three pieces: basin,
column and head.
Accessories: faucet and drain
filter.
Including mounting kit for connection to water supply.
PVC junction for fixing the column to the basin.
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Each item presents unique nuances

Reconstructed stone fountains

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES AND
MOUNTING KIT

GAZZELLA

art. GD_1601-TUF
40

Features
Made up of a mixture of 42,5
white cement, Verona red marble and light inerts; with these
components we get the result
similar to natural stone and with
further treatment is given the tuff
colour.

50

99

84

59

Exploded drawing

Dimensional drawing
The plant

6

The front elevation

Formed by three pieces: basin,
column and head.
Accessories: faucet and drain
filter.
Including mounting kit for connection to water supply.
PVC junction for fixing the column to the basin.

Each item presents unique nuances
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Reconstructed stone fountains

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES AND
MOUNTING KIT

alce

art. GD_1701-TAB
56

Features
This fountain is ideal for the center
of the garden and is made of a
mixture of 42,5 white cement, Verona red marble and light inerts;
with these components we get the
result similar to natural stone and
with further treatment is given the
tobacco colour.

56

73

4

Dimensional drawing

The front elevation

The plant

Steel support plate of faucet with
cataphoresis treatment and varnished with thermosetting polyester
powders, screwed to the basin.
Formed by a piece.
Accessories: faucet, drain filter
and grid.
Including mounting kit for connection to water supply.
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91

Each item presents unique nuances

The side elevation

Reconstructed stone fountains

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES AND
MOUNTING KIT

alce

art. GD_1701-TUF
56

Features
This fountain is ideal for the center
of the garden and is made of a
mixture of 42,5 white cement, Verona red marble and light inerts;
with these components we get the
result similar to natural stone and
with further treatment is given the
tuff colour.

56

91

73

4

Dimensional drawing

The front elevation

The side elevation

The plant

Steel support plate of faucet with
cataphoresis treatment and varnished with thermosetting polyester
powders, screwed to the basin.
Formed by a piece.
Accessories: faucet, drain filter
and grid.
Including mounting kit for connection to water supply.

Each item presents unique nuances
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Iron-Stone series fountains

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES AND
MOUNTING KIT

GIADA

GIADA

art. GD_10422-TAB-CT

art. GD_10422-TUF-CT

50

50

62

112

90

45

8

62

112

90

Possibility to add a second faucet with the kit art. CM KIT 03 on page. 54

Features
The Iron-Stone series fountains
are supplied in an handy box
with a faucet, drain filter, network
connecting pipes for water supply and drain; it installs in a few
minutes as it is complete with all
mounting accessories.

Dimensional drawing
The plant

The front elevation

The fountains are made of a
basin in a mixture of 42,5 white
cement, Verona red marble and
light inerts; with these components we get the result similar
to natural stone and with further
treatment is given the tobacco or
tuff colour.
While the column and the grid
are made of galvanized steel
and varnished with thermosetting powders cor-ten color.
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Each item presents unique nuances

The side elevation

45

8

Iron-Stone series fountains

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES AND
MOUNTING KIT

TOPAZIO

TOPAZIO

art. GD_10411-TAB-CT

art. GD_10411-TUF-CT

50

50

62

102 90

45

8

62

102 90

45

8

Possibility to add a second faucet with the kit art. CM KIT 03 on page. 54

Features
The Iron-Stone series fountains
are supplied in an handy box
with a faucet, drain filter, network
connecting pipes for water supply and drain; it installs in a few
minutes as it is complete with all
mounting accessories.

Dimensional drawing
The plant

The front elevation

The side elevation

The fountains are made of a
basin in a mixture of 42,5 white
cement, Verona red marble and
light inerts; with these components we get the result similar
to natural stone and with further
treatment is given the tobacco or
tuff colour.
While the column and the grid
are made of galvanized steel
and varnished with thermosetting powders cor-ten color.

Each item presents unique nuances
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Iron-Stone series fountains

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES AND
MOUNTING KIT

AGATA

AGATA

art. GD_1012-TUF-GB

art. GD_1012-TAB-GB

39

50

95

77

45

6

Features
The Iron-Stone series fountains
are supplied in an handy box
with a faucet, drain filter, network
connecting pipes for water supply and drain; it installs in a few
minutes as it is complete with all
mounting accessories.
The head and the basin are
made of a mixture of 42,5 white
cement, Verona red marble and
light inerts; with these components we get the result similar
to natural stone and with further
treatment is given the tobacco or
tuff colour.

39

95

Dimensional drawing
The plant

The front elevation

Ø 120 mm tube

While the column is made of galvanized steel and varnished with
thermosetting powders cor-ten
color.
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50

Each item presents unique nuances

The side elevation

77

45

6

Iron-Stone series fountains

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES AND
MOUNTING KIT

AMETISTA

AMETISTA

art. GD_1002-TUF-GB

art. GD_1002-TAB-GB

39

50

93

77

35

6

Features
The Iron-Stone series fountains
are supplied in an handy box
with a faucet, drain filter, network
connecting pipes for water supply and drain; it installs in a few
minutes as it is complete with all
mounting accessories.
The head and the basin are
made of a mixture of 42,5 white
cement, Verona red marble and
light inerts; with these components we get the result similar
to natural stone and with further
treatment is given the tobacco or
tuff colour.

39

50

93

77

35

6

Dimensional drawing
The plant

The front elevation

The side elevation

Ø 120 mm tube

While the column is made of galvanized steel and varnished with
thermosetting powders cor-ten
color.

Each item presents unique nuances
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Iron-Stone series fountains

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES AND
MOUNTING KIT

zircone

art. GD_10600-P-CT
39

Features
The Iron-Stone series fountains
are supplied in an handy box
with a faucet, drain filter, network
connecting pipes for water supply and drain; it installs in a few
minutes as it is complete with all
mounting accessories.

39

91

75
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Dimensional drawing
The plant

The front elevation

The head and the basin are
made of a mixture of 42,5 white
cement, Verona red marble and
light inerts; with these components we get the result similar
to natural stone.
While the column is made of galvanized steel and varnished with
thermosetting powders cor-ten
color.

16

40

Each item presents unique nuances

The side elevation

Wide range of sinks and sinks with frieze

Reconstructed stone sink

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES

PETTIROSSO

art. GD_2002-TUF
69

42

16

52

7

The fixing screws are not included, we recommend the kit on
page 55 art. RU KIT 200-GD. Alternatively, it is appropriate
to execute an appropriate calculation based on the weight of
the sink and the type of the substrate wall.

Features

Dimensional drawing

Sink made up of a mixture of
42,5 white cement, Verona red
marble and light inerts; with these components we get the result
similar to natural stone and with
further treatment is given the tuff
colour.

6

5

The plant

Formed by a piece.
Accessories: faucet, drain filter,
water trap and brackets for wall
mounting with cataphoresis treatment and varnished with thermosetting polyester powders.
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The side elevation

The front elevation

Each item presents unique nuances

Reconstructed stone sink

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES

PETTIROSSO

art. GD_2002-TAB
69

42

16

52

7

The fixing screws are not included, we recommend the kit on
page 55 art. RU KIT 200-GD. Alternatively, it is appropriate
to execute an appropriate calculation based on the weight of
the sink and the type of the substrate wall.

Features

Dimensional drawing

Sink made up of a mixture of
42,5 white cement, Verona red
marble and light inerts; with these components we get the result
similar to natural stone and with
further treatment is given the
tobacco colour.

6

5

The plant

Formed by a piece.
Accessories: faucet, drain filter,
water trap and brackets for wall
mounting with cataphoresis treatment and varnished with thermosetting polyester powders.

The side elevation

The front elevation

Each item presents unique nuances
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Reconstructed stone sink

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES

RONDINE

art. GD_2011-TAB
70 42,5

17

48

7

The fixing screws are not included, we recommend the kit on
page 55 art. RU KIT 200-GD. Alternatively, it is appropriate
to execute an appropriate calculation based on the weight of
the sink and the type of the substrate wall.

Features
Sink made up of a mixture of
42,5 white cement, Verona red
marble and light inerts; with these
components we get the result
similar to natural stone and with
further treatment is given the tobacco colour.

Dimensional drawing
The plant

Formed by a piece.
Accessories: faucet, drain filter,
water trap and brackets for wall
mounting with cataphoresis treatment and varnished with thermosetting polyester powders.
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The front elevation

The side elevation

Each item presents unique nuances

Reconstructed stone sink

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES

RONDINE

art. GD_2011-TUF
70 42,5

17

48

7

The fixing screws are not included, we recommend the kit on
page 55 art. RU KIT 200-GD. Alternatively, it is appropriate
to execute an appropriate calculation based on the weight of
the sink and the type of the substrate wall.

Features
Sink made up of a mixture of
42,5 white cement, Verona red
marble and light inerts; with these
components we get the result
similar to natural stone and with
further treatment is given the tuff
colour.

Dimensional drawing
The plant

Formed by a piece.
Accessories: faucet, drain filter,
water trap and brackets for wall
mounting with cataphoresis treatment and varnished with thermosetting polyester powders.

The front elevation

Each item presents unique nuances

The side elevation
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Reconstructed stone sink
with frieze

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES

gazza

art. GD_2012-TAB
70 42,5

17

61

7

The fixing screws are not included, we recommend the kit on
page 55 art. RU KIT 200-GD. Alternatively, it is appropriate
to execute an appropriate calculation based on the weight of
the sink and the type of the substrate wall.

Features
Sink with frieze made up of a
mixture of 42,5 white cement, Verona red marble and light inerts;
with these components we get the
result similar to natural stone and
with further treatment is given the
tobacco colour.

Dimensional drawing

The plant

Formed by two pieces: basin
and frieze.
Accessories: faucet, drain filter,
water trap and brackets for wall
mounting with cataphoresis treatment and varnished with thermosetting polyester powders.
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The front elevation

Each item presents unique nuances

The side elevation

Reconstructed stone sink
with frieze

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES

gazza

art. GD_2012-TUF
70 42,5

17

61

7

The fixing screws are not included, we recommend the kit on
page 55 art. RU KIT 200-GD. Alternatively, it is appropriate
to execute an appropriate calculation based on the weight of
the sink and the type of the substrate wall.

Features
Sink with frieze made up of a
mixture of 42,5 white cement, Verona red marble and light inerts;
with these components we get the
result similar to natural stone and
with further treatment is given the
tuff colour.

Dimensional drawing

The plant

Formed by two pieces: basin
and frieze.
Accessories: faucet, drain filter,
water trap and brackets for wall
mounting with cataphoresis treatment and varnished with thermosetting polyester powders.

The front elevation

Each item presents unique nuances

The side elevation
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Reconstructed stone sink
with frieze

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES

USIGNOLO

art. GD_2500-TAB
50

41

48

38

58

12

The fixing screws are not included, we recommend the kit on
page 55 art. RU KIT 200-GD. Alternatively, it is appropriate
to execute an appropriate calculation based on the weight of
the sink and the type of the substrate wall.

Features
Sink with frieze made up of a
mixture of 42,5 white cement, Verona red marble and light inerts;
with these components we get the
result similar to natural stone and
with further treatment is given the
tobacco colour.

Dimensional drawing

The side elevation
The plant

The front elevation

Formed by two pieces: basin
and frieze.
Accessories: faucet, drain filter,
water trap and brackets for wall
mounting with cataphoresis treatment and varnished with thermosetting polyester powders.
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Each item presents unique nuances

Reconstructed stone sink
with frieze

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES

USIGNOLO

art. GD_2500-TUF
50

41

48

38

58

12

The fixing screws are not included, we recommend the kit on
page 55 art. RU KIT 200-GD. Alternatively, it is appropriate
to execute an appropriate calculation based on the weight of
the sink and the type of the substrate wall.

Features
Sink with frieze made up of a
mixture of 42,5 white cement, Verona red marble and light inerts;
with these components we get the
result similar to natural stone and
with further treatment is given the
tuff colour.

Dimensional drawing

The side elevation
The plant

The front elevation

Formed by two pieces: basin
and frieze.
Accessories: faucet, drain filter,
water trap and brackets for wall
mounting with cataphoresis treatment and varnished with thermosetting polyester powders.

Each item presents unique nuances
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Reconstructed stone sink
with frieze

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES

Sink comprised of a galvanized steel support plate
specific for wall mounting
(with appropriate kit art. RU
KIT 200-GD not included).

CARDELLINO

art. GD_2006-TAB
43

33

57

47

39

5

The fixing screws are not included, we recommend the kit on
page 55 art. RU KIT 200-GD. Alternatively, it is appropriate
to execute an appropriate calculation based on the weight of
the sink and the type of the substrate wall.

Features

Dimensional drawing

Sink with frieze made up of a mixture of 42,5 white cement, Verona red
marble and light inerts; with these
components we get the result similar to natural stone and with further
treatment is given the tobacco colour.

The plant

The front elevation

Formed by a piece.
Accessories: faucet, drain filter,
water trap and galvanized steel
support plate for wall mounting.
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Each item presents unique nuances

The side elevation

Reconstructed stone sink
with frieze

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES

Sink comprised of a galvanized steel support plate
specific for wall mounting
(with appropriate kit art. RU
KIT 200-GD not included).

CARDELLINO

art. GD_2006-TUF
43

33

57

47

39

5

The fixing screws are not included, we recommend the kit on
page 55 art. RU KIT 200-GD. Alternatively, it is appropriate
to execute an appropriate calculation based on the weight of
the sink and the type of the substrate wall.

Features
Sink with frieze made up of a mixture of 42,5 white cement, Verona red
marble and light inerts; with these
components we get the result similar to natural stone and with further
treatment is given the tuff colour.

Dimensional drawing

The plant

The front elevation

The side elevation

Formed by a piece.
Accessories: faucet, drain filter,
water trap and galvanized steel
support plate for wall mounting.

Each item presents unique nuances
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Reconstructed stone sink
with frieze

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES

Sink with frieze comprised of hollow screws
for wall mounting (with
appropriate kit art. RU
KIT 200-GD not included).

allodola

art. GD_2008-TAB
52

34

61

48

37

8

The fixing screws are not included, we recommend the kit on
page 55 art. RU KIT 200-GD. Alternatively, it is appropriate
to execute an appropriate calculation based on the weight of
the sink and the type of the substrate wall.

Features
Sink with frieze made up of a mixture of 42,5 white cement, Verona red
marble and light inerts; with these
components we get the result similar to natural stone and with further
treatment is given the tobacco colour.

Dimensional drawing

The plant

The front elevation

Formed by two pieces: basin and
frieze.
Accessories: faucet, drain filter
and water trap
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Each item presents unique nuances

The side elevation

Reconstructed stone sink
with frieze

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES

Sink with frieze comprised of hollow screws
for wall mounting (with
appropriate kit art. RU
KIT 200-GD not included).

allodola

art. GD_2008-TUF
52

34

61

48

37

8

The fixing screws are not included, we recommend the kit on
page 55 art. RU KIT 200-GD. Alternatively, it is appropriate
to execute an appropriate calculation based on the weight of
the sink and the type of the substrate wall.

Features
Sink with frieze made up of a mixture of 42,5 white cement, Verona red
marble and light inerts; with these
components we get the result similar to natural stone and with further
treatment is given the tuff colour.

Dimensional drawing

The plant

The front elevation

The side elevation

Formed by two pieces: basin and
frieze.
Accessories: faucet, drain filter
and water trap

Each item presents unique nuances
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Reconstructed stone sink
with frieze

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES AND
MOUNTING KIT

FRINGUELLO

art. GD_2700-TAB
59

Features

Dimensional drawing

Sink with frieze made up of a
mixture of 42,5 white cement,
Verona red marble and light
inerts; with these components
we get the result similar to natural stone and with further treatment is given the tobacco colour.

The plant

51

125 110 158

The front elevation

Formed by three pieces: basin,
column and wooden door.
Accessories: faucet, drain filter
and water trap with PVC smart
hose.
Including mounting kit for connection to water supply.
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Each item presents unique nuances

2

The side elevation

Reconstructed stone sink
with frieze

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES AND
MOUNTING KIT

FRINGUELLO

art. GD_2700-TUF
59

Features

Dimensional drawing

Sink with frieze made up of a
mixture of 42,5 white cement,
Verona red marble and light
inerts; with these components
we get the result similar to natural stone and with further treatment is given the tuff colour.

The plant

51

125 110 158

The front elevation

2

The side elevation

Formed by three pieces: basin,
column and wooden door.
Accessories: faucet, drain filter
and water trap with PVC smart
hose.
Including mounting kit for connection to water supply.

Each item presents unique nuances
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Essential line

Fountains characterized by single line and suitable for any framework.
Faucets and drain filters are not included to allow the choice according to your
preferences.
Are distinguished by the cheap price, despite the excellent quality of materials
used in production.
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Reconstructed marble fountains

VOLPE

VOLPE

accessories
not included

art. GD_1501-RSC-SA
30

40

68

57

41

art. GD_1501-BAR-SA

8

Features
Made up of conglomerate of selected marble and 42,5 cement.

30

40

68

57

41

8

Dimensional drawing
The plant

The side elevation

The front elevation

Provided with galvanized pipe
from 1/2 inch interior with attack
for brass faucet.

680

Formed by a piece.

570

Basin predisposed with specific
groove for insertion of the drain
filter.

300

Each item presents unique nuances
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Reconstructed marble fountains

CINCILLA’

CINCILLA’

accessories
not included

art. GD_1502-RSC-SA
50

44

75

61

50

4

Features
Made up of conglomerate of selected marble and 42,5 cement.

art. GD_1502-BAR-SA
50

The plant

The front elevation

The side elevation

610

610

Formed by a piece.

34

75

Dimensional drawing

Provided with galvanized pipe
from 1/2 inch interior with attack
for brass faucet.
Basin predisposed with specific
groove for insertion of the drain
filter.

44

Each item presents unique nuances

61

50

4

Reconstructed marble fountains

ERMELLINO

ERMELLINO

accessories
not included

art. GD_1503-RSC-SA
37

51

84

69

51

6

art. GD_1503-BAR-SA
37

Features

Dimensional drawing

Made up of conglomerate of selected marble and 42,5 cement.

The plant

The front elevation

51

84

69

51

6

The side elevation

Provided with galvanized pipe
from 1/2 inch interior with attack
for brass faucet.
Basin predisposed with specific
groove for insertion of the drain
filter.
Formed by a piece.

Each item presents unique nuances
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Reconstructed marble fountains

MARMOTTA

MARMOTTA

accessories
not included

art. GD_1504-RSC-SA
50

50

84

72

56

art. GD_1504-BAR-SA

3

Features
Made up of conglomerate of selected marble and 42,5 cement.

50

84

Dimensional drawing
The plant

The side elevation

The front elevation

Provided with galvanized pipe
from 1/2 inch interior with attack
for brass faucet.

840

Formed by a piece.

Each item presents unique nuances

680

Basin predisposed with specific
groove for insertion of the drain
filter.

36

50

72

56

3

Reconstructed marble fountains

CASTORO

CASTORO

accessories
not included

art. GD_1505-RSC-SA
51

37

81

62

58

6

Features
Made up of conglomerate of selected marble and 42,5 cement.

art. GD_1505-BAR-SA
51

37

81

62

58

6

Dimensional drawing
The plant

The front elevation

The side elevation

Provided with galvanized pipe
from 1/2 inch interior with attack
for brass faucet.
Basin predisposed with specific
groove for insertion of the drain
filter.

620

Formed by a piece.

510

Each item presents unique nuances
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Reconstructed marble fountains

VISONE

VISONE

accessories
not included

art. RSC_675-SA
37

46

65

51

63

4

Features
Made up of conglomerate of selected marble and 42,5 cement.

37

46

65

Dimensional drawing
The plant

The front elevation

Provided with galvanized pipe
from 1/2 inch interior with attack
for brass faucet.
Basin predisposed with specific
groove for insertion of the drain
filter.
Formed by a piece.

38

art. BAR_675-SA

Each item presents unique nuances

The side elevation

51

63

4

Reconstructed marble fountains

zibellino

zibellino

accessories
not included

art. GD_1506-RSC-SA
28

38

75

62

36

8

Features
Made up of conglomerate of selected marble and 42,5 cement.

art. GD_1506-BAR-SA
28

38

75

62

36

8

Dimensional drawing
The plant

The front elevation

The side elevation

Provided with galvanized pipe
from 1/2 inch interior with attack
for brass faucet.
Basin predisposed with specific
groove for insertion of the drain
filter.
Formed by a piece.

Each item presents unique nuances

39

Natura fountains

natura
VOLPE

art. GD_1501-NAT-SA
30

40

68

57

41

8

Dimensional drawing on
page 33

hammered natura
VOLPE

art. GD_1501-MAR-SA
30

40

68

57

41

8

Dimensional drawing on
page 33

accessories
not included
hammered and filled natura
VOLPE

Features
art. GD_1501-MST-SA
30

40

68

57

41

8

Dimensional drawing on
page 33

40

Each item presents unique nuances

Made up of conglomerate of selected marble and 42,5 cement.
Provided with galvanized pipe
from 1/2 inch interior with attack
for brass faucet.
Basin predisposed with specific
groove for insertion of the drain
filter.
Formed by a piece.

Natura fountains

natura
CINCILLA’

art. GD_1502-NAT-SA
50

44

75

61

50

4

Dimensional drawing on
page 34

hammered natura
CINCILLA’

art. GD_1502-MAR-SA
50

44

75

61

50

4

Dimensional drawing on
page 34

accessories
not included
hammered and filled natura
CINCILLA’

Features
art. GD_1502-MST-SA
50

44

75

61

50

4

Dimensional drawing on
page 34

Each item presents unique nuances

Made up of conglomerate of selected marble and 42,5 cement.
Provided with galvanized pipe
from 1/2 inch interior with attack
for brass faucet.
Basin predisposed with specific
groove for insertion of the drain
filter.
Formed by a piece.

41

Natura fountains

natura
ERMELLINO

art. GD_1503-NAT-SA
37

51

84

69

51

6

Dimensional drawing on
page 35

hammered natura
ERMELLINO

art. GD_1503-MAR-SA
37

51

84

69

51

6

Dimensional drawing on
page 35

accessories
not included
hammered and filled natura
ERMELLINO

Features
art. GD_1503-MST-SA
37

51

84

69

51

6

Dimensional drawing on
page 35

42

Each item presents unique nuances

Made up of conglomerate of selected marble and 42,5 cement.
Provided with galvanized pipe
from 1/2 inch interior with attack
for brass faucet.
Basin predisposed with specific
groove for insertion of the drain
filter.
Formed by a piece.

Natura fountains

natura
MARMOTTA

art. GD_1504-NAT-SA
50

50

84

72

56

3

Dimensional drawing on
page 36

hammered natura
MARMOTTA

art. GD_1504-MAR-SA
50

50

84

72

56

3

Dimensional drawing on
page 36

accessories
not included
natura and filled natura
hammered
MARMOTTA

Features
art. GD_1504-MST-SA
50

50

84

72

56

3

Dimensional drawing on
page 36

Each item presents unique nuances

Made up of conglomerate of selected marble and 42,5 cement.
Provided with galvanized pipe
from 1/2 inch interior with attack
for brass faucet.
Basin predisposed with specific
groove for insertion of the drain
filter.
Formed by a piece.

43

Natura fountains

natura
CASTORO

art. GD_1505-NAT-SA
51

37

81

62

58

6

Dimensional drawing on
page 37

hammered natura
CASTORO

art. GD_1505-MAR-SA
51

37

81

62

58

6

Dimensional drawing on
page 37

accessories
not included
hammered and filled natura
CASTORO

Features
art. GD_1505-MST-SA
51

37

81

62

58

6

Dimensional drawing on
page 37

44

Each item presents unique nuances

Made up of conglomerate of selected marble and 42,5 cement.
Provided with galvanized pipe
from 1/2 inch interior with attack
for brass faucet.
Basin predisposed with specific
groove for insertion of the drain
filter.
Formed by a piece.

Natura fountains

natura
VISONE

art. NAT_675-SA
37

46

65

51

63

4

Dimensional drawing on
page 38

hammered natura
VISONE

art. MAR_675-SA
37

46

65

51

63

4

Dimensional drawing on
page 38

accessories
not included
hammered and filled natura
VISONE

Features
art. MST_675-SA
37

46

65

51

63

4

Dimensional drawing on
page 38

Each item presents unique nuances

Made up of conglomerate of selected marble and 42,5 cement.
Provided with galvanized pipe
from 1/2 inch interior with attack
for brass faucet.
Basin predisposed with specific
groove for insertion of the drain
filter.
Formed by a piece.

45

Natura fountains

natura
zibellino

art. GD_1506-NAT-SA
28

38

75

62

36

8

Dimensional drawing on
page 39

hammered natura
zibellino

art. GD_1506-MAR-SA
28

38

75

62

36

8

Dimensional drawing on
page 39

accessories
not included
hammered and filled natura
zibellino

Features
art. GD_1506-MST-SA
28

38

75

62

36

8

Dimensional drawing on
page 39

46

Each item presents unique nuances

Made up of conglomerate of selected marble and 42,5 cement.
Provided with galvanized pipe
from 1/2 inch interior with attack
for brass faucet.
Basin predisposed with specific
groove for insertion of the drain
filter.
Formed by a piece.

Reconstructed stone fountains
Recommended accessories
BRASS FAUCET

art. RU LA 0250
15

12

Attack
1/2” M

30

POLISHED BRASS
BRASS DRAIN FILTER
art. RU 755-GD
8

5

Attack

30 1” 1/4

GALVANIZED STEEL GRID
art. ZJ GRIGLIA D
31,5 4

puma

accessories
not included

art. GD_1616-TAB
49

Features
Made up of a mixture of 42,5
white cement, Verona red marble and light inerts; with these
components we get the result
similar to natural stone and with
further treatment is given the tobacco colour.

61

102 80 139

4

Dimensional drawing
The plant

The front elevation

Formed by three pieces: basin,
column and head.
Including mounting kit for connection to water supply and the
kit for fixing the faucet to the
column.
PVC junction for fixing the column to the basin.
Faucet, drain filter and grid
are not included

48

Each item presents unique nuances

The side elevation

Reconstructed stone fountains
Recommended accessories
BRASS FAUCET

art. RU LA 0250
15

12

Attack
1/2” M

30

POLISHED BRASS
BRASS DRAIN FILTER
art. RU 755-GD
8

5

Attack

30 1” 1/4

GALVANIZED STEELGRID
art. ZJ GRIGLIA D
31,5 4

puma

accessories
not included

art. GD_1616-TUF
49

Features
Made up of a mixture of 42,5
white cement, Verona red marble and light inerts; with these
components we get the result
similar to natural stone and with
further treatment is given the tuff
colour.

61

102 80 139

4

Dimensional drawing
The plant

The front elevation

The side elevation

Formed by three pieces: basin,
column and head.
Including mounting kit for connection to water supply and the
kit for fixing the faucet to the
column.
PVC junction for fixing the column to the basin.
Faucet, drain filter and grid
are not included

Each item presents unique nuances

49

Reconstructed stone fountains

GIAGUARO

GIAGUARO

accessories
not included

art. GD_1650-TAB-SA
48

55

104 77

74

4

Features
Made up of a mixture of 42,5
white cement, Verona red marble and light inerts; with these
components we get the result
similar to natural stone and with
further treatment is given the tobacco or tuff colour.

48

50

55

104 77

74

Dimensional drawing
The front elevation
The plant

Formed by two elements: basin
and column.
The basin is predisposed for insertion of the galvanized steel
grid (not included).

art. GD_1650-TUF-SA

H Basin 160mm

Each item presents unique nuances

The side elevation

4

Reconstructed stone fountains

LEOPARDO

LEOPARDO

accessories
not included

art. GD_1653-TAB-SA
61

40

82

61

67

4

Features
Made up of a mixture of 42,5
white cement, Verona red marble and light inerts; with these
components we get the result
similar to natural stone and with
further treatment is given the tobacco or tuff colour.

art. GD_1653-TUF-SA
61

40

82

61

67

4

Dimensional drawing

The front elevation

The side elevation

The plant

Formed by a piece.

Each item presents unique nuances

51

Reconstructed stone fountains

pantera

pantera

accessories
not included

art. GD_1658-TAB-SA
40

40

80

68

50

6

Features
Made up of a mixture of 42,5
white cement, Verona red marble and light inerts; with these
components we get the result
similar to natural stone and with
further treatment is given the tobacco or tuff colour.

40

40

80

Dimensional drawing
The front elevation

The plant

Formed by a piece, ideal for the
support and filling of buckets and
watering cans.

52

art. GD_1658-TUF-SA

Each item presents unique nuances

The side elevation

68

50

6

Reconstructed marble sink

accessories
not included

ETNA

art. AQ_4000-RSC
80

40

20

75

6

The fixing screws are not included, we recommend the kit on
page 55 art. RU KIT 200-GD. Alternatively, it is appropriate
to execute an appropriate calculation based on the weight of
the sink and the type of the substrate wall.

Features

Dimensional drawing

The plant

Sink specifically for outdoor use,
with basin and reversible drainer,
made up of conglomerate of selected coral pink marble and 42,5
grey cement. With a DIY work the
inner surface gray colored can be
properly removed and polished,
turning it into a classic polished
sink.

A - A Section

Each item presents unique nuances

53

Accessories
BRASS FAUCET

art. RU 2509-GD

BRASS FAUCET

art. RU 720
23

51

12

10

30

art. RU 304

Attack
1/2” M

POLISHED BRASS

10

BRASS FAUCET

22

8

BRASS FAUCET

BRASS FAUCET

art. RU LA 0205-BR

Attack
30 1” 1/4

5

art. RU 730
9

32

14

BRASS DRAIN FILTER
art. RU KIT 06-OTT

20

POLISHED BRASS

BRASS FAUCET

30

30 1”

BRASS WATER TRAP

art. RU LA 0250
12

Attack

3

6

15

art. RU 750

Attack
1/2” M

32 20
Attack 1”1/4 M

art. RU LA 0206-BR-RB
14

10

30

Attack
1/2” M

BRASS FAUCET
FOR SQUARE COLUMNS

art. RU LA 0205-C
11

11

30

Attack
1/2” M

3

25

POLISHED BRASS

BRASS FAUCET

art. RU 2512-GD
11

POLISHED BRASS

54

8

30

Attack
1/2” M

Attack
1/2” M

BURNISHED BRASS

Kit for the second faucet for
Iron-Stone series fountains
art. CM KIT 03
Hexagonal brass ring 1/2”

Brass junction 1/2”

1

20

Galvanized steel grid for
article GD_1650
GRID
art. ZJ_GRIGLIA H
20

30

10

SHORT BRACKET
art. ZK UNIVER-02
30

BURNISHED BRASS

10

For 2 pieces

POLISHED BRASS

BRASS FAUCET
FOR ROUND COLUMNS

4

BURNISHED BRASS
BRASS DRAIN FILTER
art. RU 755-GD

POLISHED BRASS

16

35 30

T 90°

Teflon tape

Faucet not included

GALVANIZED STEEL GRID
art. ZJ GRIGLIA D
31,5 4

Kits
RU_KIT104-GD

RU_KIT101-GD

BRASS FAUCET

BRASS FAUCET

art. RU 2512-GD

art. RU 2509-GD
12

10

Attack
1/2” M

11

Attack
1/2” M

8

POLISHED BRASS

POLISHED BRASS

BRASS DRAIN FILTER
art. RU 755-GD

BRASS DRAIN FILTER
art. RU 755-GD
8

5

Attack
1” 1/4

8

5

Attack
1” 1/4

30

30

RU_KIT102-GD
BRASS FAUCET
FOR ROUND COLUMNS

art. RU LA 0206-BR-RB
14

10

Attack
1/2” M

BURNISHED BRASS
BRASS DRAIN FILTER
art. RU 755-GD
8

5

Attack
1” 1/4

24

KIT RECOMMENDED FOR WALL FIXING OF SINKS

RU_KIT103-GD

RU_KIT200-GD
BRASS FAUCET
FOR SQUARE COLUMNS

N° 4 dowels

art. RU LA 0205-C

POLISHED BRASS

11

11

Attack
1/2” M

N° 4 threaded bar
Ø 10 mm H 145 mm

N° 4 lock washer 10/22 mm

BRASS DRAIN FILTER
art. RU 755-GD
8

5

N° 4 nut Ø 10 mm
N° 4 plastic nut cover

Attack
1” 1/4

28

Chemical anchoring

10

55

‘SIMPLY’ rapid block for
loading and unloading of water
Innovative KIT SIMPLY recessed in the wall made up of water trap, connections for load hot and cold water, with bracket for wall positioning and test system caps equipment
and for fillers and plaster protection.

SIMPLY

art. RU_760
18,5 10

Measures of center distances
and encumbrance

26

0,8

10

18,5
13

3

Load ½’’ F
Unload 50/40 mm

26

SIMPLY MANIFOLD

art. RU_170
25

20

0,1

10

Attack 1” 1/4 F
Unload 40 mm
Curved manifold M/F with rosette and white polypropylene reduction
against for connection between the wall water trap and the drain filter.

Diameter of tubes

With temperatures below zero
degrees is appropriate to close
the valve upstream of the system
and then download the same unscrewing the drain caps.

56

Assembly diagram

Garden line

New proposals for decoration and
functionality of the garden.
Useful elements for the furnishing of
public and private external areas.

57

Reconstructed stone well

EGEO

art. GD_1095-TAB
ext.

110 200 376

Features
Well made up of a mixture of
42,5 white cement, Verona red
marble and light inerts; with
these components we get the
result similar to natural stone
and with further treatment is given the tobacco colour.

1

Dimensional drawing
The plant

The front elevation

Modular, formed by: 4 basic sections, 10 trunk rings, 1 top ring, 1
arc-iron hot-dip galvanized

58

Each item presents unique nuances

The side elevation

Reconstructed stone well

EGEO

art. GD_1095-TUF
ext.

110 200 376

Features
Well made up of a mixture of
42,5 white cement, Verona red
marble and light inerts; with
these components we get the
result similar to natural stone
and with further treatment is given the tuff colour.

1

Dimensional drawing
The plant

The front elevation

The side elevation

Modular, formed by: 4 basic sections, 10 trunk rings, 1 top ring, 1
arc-iron hot-dip galvanized

Each item presents unique nuances

59

Reconstructed stone windmill

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES AND
MOUNTING KIT

IPPOCAMPO

art. GD_4003-C-SC
29

Features
Reconstructed stone windmill,
suitable for outdoor use and is
ideal for artistic compositions
or as a home for small animals.
Including mounting kit propeller
made of synthetic material. The
propeller has been deliberately
deprived of power take-off for
the safety of children.

60

Each item presents unique nuances

49

15

16

Reconstructed stone windmill

SUPPLIED IN BOX WITH
ACCESSORIES AND
MOUNTING KIT

PAGURO

art. GD_4007-C-SC
38

88

50

6

Features
Reconstructed stone windmill,
suitable for outdoor use and is
ideal for artistic compositions
or as a home for small animals.
Including mounting kit propeller
made of synthetic material. The
propeller has been deliberately
deprived of power take-off for
the safety of children.

Each item presents unique nuances
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Reconstructed stone
flowerpot

RODODENDRO

art. GD_X801-TAB
56

56

45

73

4

RODODENDRO

art. GD_X801-TUF
56

Features

Dimensional drawing

Flowerpot made up of a mixture
of 42,5 white cement, Verona
red marble and light inerts, with
these components you get a
result similar to natural stone
and with further treatment is
given the tobacco or tuff colour.

The plant

62

56

45

73

4

A - A Section

Each item presents unique nuances

The side elevation

Exposure made at point of sale

Reconstructed stone mortar

agrifoglio

art. GD_H653-TAB
51

51

24

29

12

Features
Mortar made up of a mixture
of 42,5 white cement, Verona
red marble and light inerts, with
these components you get a
result similar to natural stone and
with further treatment is
given the tobacco, tuff or Prun
colour.

agrifoglio

art. GD_H653-TUF
51

51

24

29

12

Dimensional drawing
The plant

agrifoglio
The front elevation

art. GD_H653-P
51

64

51

24

29

12

Each item presents unique nuances

Reconstructed stone mortar

pungitopo

art. GD_H654-TAB
62

62

35

63

12

Pallet 105 x 105 cm H 130 cm

Features
Mortar made up of a mixture
of 42,5 white cement, Verona
red marble and light inerts, with
these components you get a
result similar to natural stone and
with further treatment is
given the tobacco, tuff or Prun
colour.

pungitopo

art. GD_H654-TUF
62

62

35

63

12

Dimensional drawing
The plant

pungitopo
The front elevation

art. GD_H654-P
62

62

35

63

12

Each item presents unique nuances

65

Flowerpots

Reconstructed
marble flowerpots
biancospino

art. RSC_7450-INF
70

40

45

95

6

Natura flowerpots
biancospino

art. NAT_7450-INF
70

Features
Made up of conglomerate
of selected marble and 42,5
cement with washed finish or
natural stone finish.

40

95

6

Dimensional drawing
The plant

They are designed for the
construction of continuous
walls on terraces or walls.

66

45

Each item presents unique nuances

The side elevation

Flowerpots

Reconstructed
marble flowerpots
corbezzolo

art. RSC_9450-INF
90

40

45 115

6

Natura flowerpots
corbezzolo

art. NAT_9450-INF
90

Features

Dimensional drawing

Made up of conglomerate
of selected marble and 42,5
cement with washed finish or
natural stone finish.

The plant

40

45 115

6

The side elevation

They are designed for the
construction of continuous
walls on terraces or walls.

Each item presents unique nuances

67

Reconstructed marble
beach umbrella holder

SALOMONE

TASMANIA

art. SP_015T-RSC

art. SP_114T-RSC

60

6

38

45

20

7

Dimensional drawing

Features

Dimensional drawing

The side elevation

Made up of conglomerate of selected marble and 42,5 cement.

The side elevation

The plant

Art. SP_015T-RSC
Tube diameter of beach umbrella holder: 5,2 cm

7

Complete with galvanized steel
pipe, with safety lock.

The plant

450

Art. SP_114T-RSC
Tube diameter of beach umbrella holder: 4,2 cm

68

Each item presents unique nuances

25

30

Flowerpots
Natura flowerpots

Reconstructed marble flowerpots

AZALEA

AZALEA

art. GD_WW501-NAT

art. GD_WW501-RSC

49

49

20

48

15

49

Dimensional drawing

Features

The side elevation

Made up of conglomerate of selected marble and 42,5 cement.
Basin predisposed with specific
groove for insertion of the drain
filter.

The plant

49

20

48

15

Particular form for insertion in the
corners, suitable for small plants
or as a collection basin for wall
mounted tap.

Each item presents unique nuances

69

Flowerpots
Natura flowerpots

Reconstructed marble flowerpots

GARDENIA

GARDENIA

art. GD_WW502-NAT

art. GD_WW502-RSC

50

37

17

31

16

50

Dimensional drawing

Features

The side elevation

Made up of conglomerate of selected marble and 42,5 cement.
Basin predisposed with specific
groove for insertion of the drain
filter.

The plant

70

Small in size ideal for terraces
or balconies, suitable for small
plants or as a water collection
basin.

Each item presents unique nuances

37

17

31

16

Flowerpots
Natura flowerpots

Reconstructed marble flowerpots

NINFEA

NINFEA

art. GD_WW503-NAT

art. GD_WW503-RSC

37

31

12

16

24

37

Dimensional drawing

Features

The side elevation

Made up of conglomerate of selected marble and 42,5 cement.
Basin predisposed with specific
groove for insertion of the drain
filter.

The plant

31

12

16

24

Very compact ideal for balconies
or small spaces, suitable for
plants that require little water.

Each item presents unique nuances

71

Turbine cigarette bin

TURBINE

art. Z1_221-A
10

22

0,5

8

Features
Each cigarette bin is composed of a modeled tube and a stainless steel removable cover with tamper-proof screw.
Inside the element is placed a fireproof PVC removable container for easy cleaning and maintenance.
The application is easy as it can fix any support through the standard bracket and four screws (not supplied).
Holds up to 400 cigarette butts.
Ideal for separate collection.

72

Tornado cigarette bin
Components included

Stainless steel cover with
tamper-proof screws.

PVC fireproof container

TORNADO

art. GD_105-S
36

82

18

30

Features
Each cigarette bin is composed of a basis made up of a conglomerate of cement and grey bardiglio marble and a
UV treated plastic tube.
Each element is provided with a stainless steel removable cover in with a tamper-proof screw.
Inside the element is placed a fireproof PVC removable container for easy cleaning and maintenance.
Holds up to 900 cigarette butts.
Ideal for separate collection.

73

Natura curbs
Features
Modular curb with
whom you can form
multiple forms: circular,
linear and irregular
shape, for the delimitation of trees, flower
beds and walkways.

DELFINO CURB

Made of a conglomerate of 42,5 white cement, granulated marble and selected inerts.

art. GD_3001-NAT
42

18

9

10

72

Disegno
The plant

8

The side elevation

74

Each item presents unique nuances

Mini Pots Line

75

Mini reconstructed stone pots

SUPPLIED IN A BOX

zafferano

art. GD_Y102-TAB-SC
21

16

12

4

96

Internal dimensions
7-3 7-4

Features
Thanks to its small size and light weight, it is ideal for placement on window sills or indoors.
The Zafferano pot is made with a mixture of white cement and light inerts; with these components you get a result
similar to natural stone and with further treatment is given the tobacco colour.
Characterized by irregularly shape with natural rock effect, is divided into two small spaces and is ideal for small size
climbing plants or succulents plants.

76

Each item presents unique nuances

Mini reconstructed stone pots

SUPPLIED IN A BOX

edera

art. GD_Y101-TAB-SC
21

13

10

2,6 105

Internal dimensions
3-4 4-5

Features
Thanks to its small size and light weight, it is ideal for placement on window sills or indoors.
The Edera pot is made with a mixture of white cement and light inerts; with these components you get a result similar
to natural stone and with further treatment is given the tobacco colour.
Characterized by irregularly shape effect, is divided into two small spaces and is ideal for small size succulent plants
or small ivy plant.

Each item presents unique nuances

77

Mini reconstructed stone pots

SUPPLIED IN A BOX

genziana

art. GD_W402-TAB -SC
26

20

8

4,6

78

Internal dimensions
10

11

7

Features
Thanks to its small size and light weight, it is ideal for placement on window sills or indoors.
The Genziana pot is made with a mixture of white cement and light inerts; with these components you get a result
similar to natural stone and with further treatment is given the tobacco colour.
Characterized by the diamond shape with carved stone effect, is ideal for small plants such as primroses and cyclamen or small ivy plant.

78

Each item presents unique nuances

Mini reconstructed stone pots

SUPPLIED IN A BOX

ciclamino

art. GD_W401-TAB-SC
20

22

11

6,3

54

Internal dimensions
12

17

7

Features
Thanks to its small size and light weight, it is ideal for placement on window sills or indoors.
The Ciclamino pot is made with a mixture of white cement and light inerts; with these components you get a result
similar to natural stone and with further treatment is given the tobacco colour.
Characterized by the triangular shape with carved stone effect, is ideal for small plants, such as ivy or heather or
small plants of cyclamen.

Each item presents unique nuances

79

Mini reconstructed stone pots

SUPPLIED IN A BOX

pervinca

art. GD_Y002-TAB-SC
18

20

8

4,5

66

Internal dimensions
19

10

7

Features
Thanks to its small size and light weight, it is ideal for placement on window sills or indoors.
The Pervinca pot is made with a mixture of white cement and light inerts; with these components you get a result
similar to natural stone and with further treatment is given the tobacco colour.
Characterized by irregularly shape with natural rock effect, is ideal for small plants, such as holly, ivy and minicompositions of succulent plants.
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Each item presents unique nuances

Mini reconstructed stone pots

SUPPLIED IN A BOX

narciso

art. GD_Y001-TAB-SC
22

18

6,8

60

Internal dimensions
12

14

Features
Thanks to its small size and light weight, it is ideal for placement on window sills or indoors.
The Narciso pot is made with a mixture of white cement and light inerts; with these components you get a result
similar to natural stone and with further treatment is given the tobacco colour.
Characterized by round shape with natural rock effect, is ideal for medium-sized plants such as azaleas, geraniums
and poinsettias.

Each item presents unique nuances
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Mini reconstructed stone pots

SUPPLIED IN A BOX

ammon

art. GD_K601-TAB-SC
24

24

20 12,7 60

Internal dimensions
17

17

17

Features
Thanks to its small size and light weight, it is ideal for placement on window sills, on the balcony or in the barbecue area.
The Ammon pot is made with a mixture of white cement and light inerts; with these components you get a result
similar to natural stone and with further treatment is given the tobacco colour.
Characterized by the square shape with the reproduction of an ammonite’s fossil, is ideal for medicinal and aromatic
plants, mini-roses or geraniums.
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Each item presents unique nuances

Mini reconstructed stone pots

SUPPLIED IN A BOX

ammon

art. GD_K601-TUF-SC
24

24

20 12,7 60

Internal dimensions
17

17

17

Features
Thanks to its small size and light weight, it is ideal for placement on window sills, on the balcony or in the barbecue area.
The Ammon pot is made with a mixture of white cement and light inerts; with these components you get a result
similar to natural stone and with further treatment is given the tuff colour.
Characterized by the square shape with the reproduction of an ammonite’s fossil, is ideal for medicinal and aromatic
plants, mini-roses or geraniums.

Each item presents unique nuances
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Mini reconstructed stone pots

SUPPLIED IN A BOX

anemone

art. GD_K602-TAB-SC
34

23

19 14,5 45

Internal dimensions
11-19 14-13 14-14

Features
Thanks to its small size and light weight, it is ideal for placement on window sills, on the balcony or in the barbecue area.
The Anemone pot is made with a mixture of white cement and light inerts; with these components you get a result
similar to natural stone and with further treatment is given the tobacco colour.
Characterized by a rectangular shape with a reproduction of an ammonite’s fossil, is divided into two spaces and is
ideal for medicinal and aromatic plants to keep in handy.
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Each item presents unique nuances

Mini reconstructed stone pots

SUPPLIED IN A BOX

anemone

art. GD_K602-TUF-SC
34

23

19 14,5 45

Internal dimensions
11-19 14-13 14-14

Features
Thanks to its small size and light weight, it is ideal for placement on window sills, on the balcony or in the barbecue area.
The Anemone pot is made with a mixture of white cement and light inerts; with these components you get a result
similar to natural stone and with further treatment is given the tuff colour.
Characterized by a rectangular shape with a reproduction of an ammonite’s fossil, is divided into two spaces and is
ideal for medicinal and aromatic plants to keep in handy.

Each item presents unique nuances
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Mini reconstructed stone pots

AMONET

art. GD_K603-TAB
45

24

20 22,8 24

Internal dimensions
18-17 16-17 17-16

Features
Thanks to its small size and light weight, it is ideal for placement on window sills, on the balcony or in the barbecue area.
The Amonet pot is made with a mixture of white cement and light inerts; with these components you get a result
similar to natural stone and with further treatment is given the tobacco colour.
Characterized by a rectangular shape with a reproduction of an ammonite’s fossil, is divided into two spaces and is
ideal for medicinal and aromatic plants to keep in handy.
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Each item presents unique nuances

Mini reconstructed stone pots

AMONET

art. GD_K603-TUF
45

24

20 22,8 24

Internal dimensions
18-17 16-17 17-16

Features
Thanks to its small size and light weight, it is ideal for placement on window sills, on the balcony or in the barbecue area.
The Amonet pot is made with a mixture of white cement and light inerts; with these components you get a result
similar to natural stone and with further treatment is given the tuff colour.
Characterized by a rectangular shape with a reproduction of an ammonite’s fossil, is divided into two spaces and is
ideal for medicinal and aromatic plants to keep in handy.

Each item presents unique nuances
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GD_1600-TUF
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Notes
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Installation diagram for
classical fountains

Features
Ideals for gardens, the articles of washed line and reconstructed stone line are made up of a mixture of 42,5 white or gray cement
and a mixture of granulated marble or a mixture of selected inerts of river.
In ambiences with high humidity or in brackish atmosphere, to avoid the occurrence of efflorescence, we recommend that at the
end of mounting a treatment using waterproofing additives.
For proper maintenance, in the case of development of mosses or halos due to smog, it is recommended to use pressure washers
for cleaning with a maximum of 150 atm, or alternatively, in the absence of mechanical means, use water and a brush made
of synthetic material.
In order to maintain the integrity of the article, do not use any corrosive products such as muriatic acid or sodium hypochlorite.
Never leave water inside because, especially at temperatures below 0 ° C, there may be structural and aesthetic problems.
To avoid breakage due to freezing in the water system, it is recommended to close the valve upstream of the system and then
download the same unscrewing the cap of the “T” drain (see diagram).
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Installation
diagram for

Iron-Stone
series fountains

art. Agata and Ametista
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Water drain valve
  

  
Smart hose

ACCESSORIES FOR
CONNECTING TO THE WATER
NOT SUPPLIED

¡¢

WATER SUPPLY


Connection
manhole


Features
         
Ideals
terraces, the
articles of reconstructed stone
line are made up of a
mixture of 42,5
white
Verona red marble
 for
gardens
and



cement,

and
light
inerts;
with
these
components
we
get
the
result
similar
to
natural
stone
and
with
further
treatment
is
given
the
tobacco
or tuff colour.
            

Instead,
the
columns and the eventual

 grids are made of galvanized steel and varnished with thermosetting powders cor-ten color.
The
elements
that
make
it
up
are
assembled
together
with
a
mounting
kit
that
includes
all
the
accessories
shown
in
the
tab.
(are
excluded
                                
accessories
for network
connection).
 

    
In
ambiences with
high
humidity
brackish atmosphere, toavoid
the occurrence of 
efflorescence,
we recommend
that at 
the end 
of
 or in
 

 
 
mounting
a 
treatment using waterproofing additives. For further protection, can be applied a layer of natural wax with a cloth; such treatment

will
prevent
stained 
and give the product an
effect of
“lived stone”.

 getting
 

     
For
propermaintenance,
in the
case of development
of mosses or
halos 
due to
smog, it is recommended to use
pressure washers
 
 

 

 for
 cleaning
with
a
maximum
of
150
atm,
or
alternatively,
in
the
absence
of
mechanical
means,
use
water
and
a
brush
made
of
synthetic
material.
                
In
order to maintain the
integrity of the article,
do not use
any corrosive products
as muriatic acid or sodium
 
 

such

 hypochlorite.
 
Never
leave
water inside because,
at temperatures
below 0
°C, there may be structural
and aesthetic
problems.


especially

  


To avoid breakage due to freezing in the water system, it is recommended to close the valve upstream of the system and then download the







same unscrewing the cap of the “T” drain (see diagram).
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